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Abstract

In the past few years, alcohol-related hazing deaths within white fraternities have received considerable attention. These deaths beg the question: what would it take to curtail such behavior and the harm that flows from it? A reasonable answer might be to impose stricter laws. However, if the goal of law is “to regulate behavior by threatening unpleasant consequences should an individual commit a harmful act,” then it is crucial that we understand what factors motivate such behavior. In this article, the authors highlight some of the major alcohol-related, white fraternity hazing incidents over the past several decades. They investigate the extent to which anxieties about race and masculinity influence hypermasculinity amongst young white men. They go on to connect the hypermasculinity to high rates of alcohol use. Given the findings at the intersection of race, sex, and alcohol use, the authors explore their collective role in hazing within white fraternity culture.
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INTRODUCTION

Fraternity membership is often hailed as a young man’s gateway to manhood. Brothers are promised a profoundly rewarding and wildly fun experience, from which they will gain critical life skills and enduring friendships. However, this charming ideal is tainted by a vast history of hazing-related violence, sexual assault and untimely death—all of which correlate highly with alcohol consumption. Civil lawsuits have exposed the dark and violent truth of the American fraternity system, revealing rampant “manslaughter, rape, sexual torture, [and] psychological trauma.”

The facts of these cases are rarely in dispute; assignment of liability tends to be the sole source of controversy. As a result, fraternities have developed a formidable legal barricade, shielding them from unwelcome substantive reform.

In 1825, a group of young men at Union College in upstate New York established Kappa Alpha Society, a secret club that would launch the vast and powerful fraternity industry currently dominating the American collegiate experience. The group existed primarily to free members from the oppressive clutch of the fun-spoiling administration. Independence became the primary
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7. See Id.
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purpose of fraternity membership nationwide; to operate “on a plane beyond the reach of discipline.” Those universities that sought to discipline or, God forbid, shut down fraternities were accused of violating students’ right to freedom of association. This seemingly feeble argument became fraternities’ indestructible armor in the battle against their host institutions. Simultaneously, and somewhat paradoxically, universities grew increasingly interdependent with fraternities. Greek housing provided enormous financial savings, fraternity alumni became generous donors, and promises of the ultimate, rip-roaring college experience proved highly attractive to scores of prospective students.

During the 1960s, the prevalence of fraternities began to wane in the wake of rising student unrest. Fraternities had come to represent the status quo and were thus at odds with the emerging culture of activism. Though membership declined and many chapters closed during this period, fraternities experienced a spectacular rebirth in the 1980s, due in no small part to the 1978 release of the film Animal House. Fraternity life once again became a haven for personal liberation, but also adopted a new role as a platform for student unrest and psychedelic drug experimentation. The passage of the 1984 National Minimum Drinking Age Act – which raised the legal drinking age to twenty-one – further propelled fraternities into prominence by shifting college partying from bars to frat houses. Because universities lacked authority to govern fraternity affairs operating on private property, these young men served as the unchecked, primary provider of alcohol to the underage. Naturally, as a result, the number of lawsuits began to sky-rocket.

Because a single lawsuit had the power to bring a fraternity to its knees, and insurance companies had no incentive to protect such volatile groups, several fraternities collaborated to form what is now the Fraternal Information and Programming Group (FIPG). Today, 32 fraternities are members of the FIPG, whose sole purpose is to protect fraternities from financially damaging lawsuits. The FIPG regularly updates its risk-management policies, which serve as models for the industry. Notably, most risk-management policies are related to alcohol consumption and actually “make it possible for fraternities to be the one industry in the country in which every aspect of serving alcohol can
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be monitored and managed by people who are legally too young to drink it.”

20 These policies, coupled with fraternities’ extensive reservoir of powerful alumni in the business, political and legal fields, culminate in an impenetrable wall of legal defense. In light of this mighty force, young fraternity men are often – mistakenly – confident in their own invincibility. As a result, they have virtually no incentive to reform their alcohol-centric culture.

The moment that white fraternities find themselves in, now, is cast against this historical backdrop. It begs the question: to what extent does the law regulate such behavior—hazing? In 1874, the United States Congress passed the first hazing statute to prevent hazing at the Naval Academy in Annapolis, Maryland. Since then, forty-four states have passed anti-hazing laws. However, law is nothing more than a system “to regulate behavior which is undesirable from a societal viewpoint.” Clearly, like in many other contexts, what may be most interesting about the law is not that it exists or what it is but why it is ineffective at curtailing human behavior in many instances. This challenge harkens back to Harvard Law School Dean Roscoe Pound’s distinction between law in books and law in action as conceptualized by the Legal Realists during the early Twentieth Century. If, for example, the goal of the law is “to regulate behavior by threatening unpleasant consequences should an individual commit a harmful act,” it makes sense to understand what actually influences said behavior. In short, court opinions and statutes regarding hazing may be nothing more than mere bundle of words. The heart of the matter, instead, are those factors that underscore, amplify, and propel hazing.

20. Id.
22. The authors recognize that the phrase “white fraternity” is a misnomer. There are no fraternities that are racially exclusive and none that likely have a membership that is 100% white. Nonetheless, our focus is on fraternities that are historically all white and contemporarily, predominantly white.
26. For a more probing analysis of the lengths and limits of law’s impact on human behavior see LAWRENCE M. FRIEDMAN, IMPACT: HOW LAW AFFECTS BEHAVIOR (2016).
These past several decades, alcohol-related hazing incidents have come to define the white fraternity experience. This should be no surprise, given roughly two generations where excessive alcohol use has been at the center of white fraternity culture. What may lie at the root of this culture are young white men’s anxieties about race and masculinity. As such, this article contends that the new landscape that white fraternity men came to inhabit around 1960 caused them great anxiety about their white male identity. Accordingly, this has played a major role in rise of alcohol-related hazing among them. In section I, the authors highlight the major alcohol-related, white fraternity hazing deaths in 2017. In section II, the authors investigate the extent to which anxieties about race and masculinity influence hypermasculinity amongst young white men. In section III, the authors connect the findings from section III to hypermasculinity and how it’s predictive of alcohol use. In section IV, the authors explore the research on the pervasiveness of alcohol use within white fraternity culture.

II. ALCOHOL-RELATED, WHITE FRATERNITY HAZING DEATHS: 2017

Over the past 40 years, there have been dozens of white fraternity-related deaths and injuries at the intersection of alcohol and hazing. In this section, the


In 1991, Michael Nisbet, a St. Pat’s Board pledge at the University of Missouri-Rolla, died after consuming alcohol and other substances. Nisbet v. Bucher, 949 S.W.2d 111 (1997). In 1993, Chad Saucier, pledged Phi Delta Theta at Auburn University and with a blood alcohol content of 0.371. Jean Lakeman Helms, Drinking Death Lawsuit Settled Terms of Fraternity’s Settlement over Chad Saucier’s Death Kept Confidential, MOBILE REG., Jan. 27, 1996 at 3B; Scott Morris, Chad Saucier Died after Auburn Fraternity Party, MOBILE REG., Dec. 11, 1993, at 4A. In the fall of 1995, Charles Carpetta pledged the University of Toledo chapter of Pi Kappa Alpha and was forced to consume alcohol. Carpetta v. Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity, 718 N.E.2d 1007 (Ohio Com.Pl. 1998). In 1997, Terry Linn, a Delta Chi pledge at Bloomsburg
University died with a blood alcohol content of 0.40. Mary Ellen Eul, Student Binge Drinking Still Plagues Colleges, MORNING CALL, Apr. 30, 1995; Amber L. Ramage, A History of College Drinking Fatalities, HARV. CRIMSON, Sep. 20, 1997. The same year, Binaya Oja, pledged Theta Chi Fraternity at Clarkson University, pledged Delta Sigma Chapter of Theta Chi Fraternity where he was forced to consume excessive amounts of liquor and beer. Oja v. Grand Chapter of Theta Chi Fraternity, Inc., 255 A.D.2d 781 (1998). Also, in 1997, Scott Krueger pledged Phi Gamma Delta Fraternity at Massachusetts Institute of Technology and was required to drink large quantities of various types of alcohol. In Vino Mortuus: Fraternal Hazing and Alcohol-Related Deaths, 31 MCGEOFF L. REV. 1087, 1122 (2002). In 1998, Jack Ivey pledged Phi Kappa Sigma Fraternity at the University of Texas and a member of the Phi Kappa Sigma fraternity where he died with a blood alcohol content of 0.46. Terrence Stutz, Settlement Reached in Hazing Case: UT Fraternity, Parents Agree to $2 Million over Son's Death, DALL. MORNING NEWS, Aug. 2, 2000; John Williams, Fraternity Setstle in Hazing Suit / Student at UT Died after Drinking Context, HOUS. CHRONICLE, Aug. 2, 2000. In 1999, Kevin Lawless pledged Sigma Tau Omega Fraternity at Iona College where he died with a blood alcohol content of 0.34. Elsa Brenner, In Brief: Courts; Mother Sues College, N.Y. TIMES, July 16, 2000; Suit in Student's Death Thrown Out, BUFF. NEWS, December 6, 2000.

In 2000, Adrian Heideman, a pledge of Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity, died from asphyxiation due to alcohol poisoning with a blood alcohol content of .37. Matthew B. Stannard, Chico State Fraternity Pledge Dies After Drinking, S.F. CHRON. (Oct. 10, 2000). Matthew B. Stannard, Parents Sue over Son's Death Freshman Died in Drinking Ritual at Chico State Frat Party, S.F. CHRON., May 23, 2001; Bob Egelko, Manslaughter Charges Weighed in Frat Death DA May Punish Chico State House, S.F. EXAMINER Oct. 27, 2000. In 2000, Stephen Petz, a student at Ferris State University, pledged the underground fraternity “Knights of College Leadership” and died after alcohol consumption caused his respiratory system to shut down, with a BAC between .32 and .42. Pair Gets 3-9 Months for Alcohol Death, GRAND RAPIDS PRESS, Mar. 29, 2001. James Prichard, Judge Weighs Evidence in Ferris Death, GRAND RAPIDS PRESS, Aug. 23, 2000. In 2002, Daniel Reardon was a pledge of Phi Sigma Kappa Fraternity at the University of Maryland. In a bid night ritual, Reardon’s blood alcohol content rose as high as .5. After being brought to the hospital, he remained in an alcohol induced coma for a week before being taken off life support and dying of acute alcohol intoxication. Amy Argeltsinger, Fraternity Gave Liquor to Pledge Who Later Died; No Hazing, Student Says, WASH. POST, Feb. 28, 2002. Amy Argeltsinger, Family Sues Fraternity in Death at U-Md.; Alcohol Overdose Killed 19-Year-Old, WASH. POST, NOV. 19, 2002. In 2002, Benjamin Klein was found dead behind his Zeta Beta Tau fraternity house at Alfred University. Kleins was beaten and abused by his fraternity brother, and later died due to a drug-overdose suicide. Student Assaulted at frat House Gets His Reward: The Frat House, ASSOCIATED PRESS, Apr. 22, 2004. In 2002, Albert Santos was a pledge of Pi Kappa Alpha at the University of Nevada, Reno, when he died from drowning in a fraternity initiation ritual, in which the older brothers knew he did not know how to swim. Additionally, his blood alcohol content was .062. Lenita Powers, University Introduces Strict Alcohol Policy, RENO GAZETTE, Aug. 23, 2003; Lenita Powers, Suit Asserts UNR Student Died during Initiation Rite, RENO GAZETTE, Feb. 12, 2004. In 2002, Matthew Prime was a pledge of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity at the University of Kansas, cited ‘peer pressure’ as the reason he lost consciousness and was taken to the hospital with a blood alcohol content of .294 percent. Prime suffered no permanent injuries, and his lawsuit was dismissed. Prime v. Beta Gamma Chapter of Pi Kappa Alpha, 47 P.3d 402 (Kan. 2002). In 2003, Walter Dean Jennings, III, died after being forced to drink copious amounts of water through a funnel after being tortured for several days through sleep deprivation, excessive alcohol consumption, and forced calisthenics. The official cause of death was water intoxication. Parents Awarded $1.5 Million in Hazing Lawsuit Against Fraternity, ASSOCIATED PRESS, Dec. 5, 2007; Ex-Student Sentenced for Fatal Hazing, ASSOCIATED PRESS, Feb. 22, 2004. In 2003, Lynn Gordon “Gordie” Bailey Jr. was pledging the Chi Psi Fraternity at the University of Boulder, Colorado, when he consumed alcohol during an initiation ritual and his blood alcohol content rose to .328 and later died of alcohol poisoning. Matt Williams,
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authors explore those that occurred in 2017 and resulted in death, thus precipitating national scrutiny of the issue. In the first section, we explore the hazing incidents that resulted in death. In the second section, we explore those incidents that did not result in death but that resulted in criminal or civil litigation.

A. Timothy Piazza

On February 4, 2017, Timothy Piazza, a 19-year-old sophomore at Pennsylvania State University, was pronounced dead after suffering numerous injuries following a hazing ritual. According to a grand jury investigation, on February 2, 2017, Beta Theta Pi members organized an event for their incoming pledge class as a celebration of their bid acceptance. As part of the celebration, pledges were instructed to participate in a ritual known as “The Gauntlet.”

A Beta pledge, Evan Rooney, testified that the fraternity brothers instructed the pledges to form a line and drink from a bottle of vodka until it was empty. After finishing the bottle together, the pledges were directed to another station at which they drank more vodka. They then proceeded to the end of the hallway where they were expected to “shotgun” beers. At the final station, the pledges were expected to consume wine. According to police, “The Gauntlet,” is designed to make pledges consume about four to five drinks within the span of two minutes. At the following party, fraternity brothers encouraged the pledges to continue drinking.

Timothy Piazza participated in the ritual along with his pledge class. Surveillance cameras at the Beta house show a visibly inebriated Piazza staggering with the help of a fraternity member from the kitchen to the couch.

fraternity hazing event with a blood alcohol content of .43. Bogenberger v. Pi Kappa Alpha Corp., Inc., 56 N.E.3d 1, 8 (Ill.App. 1 Dist. 2016). In 2014, Marquise Braham committed suicide at his home following pledge the Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity at Pennsylvania State University. Haley Draznin & Ray Sanchez, Police: Hazing at Penn State Altoona fraternity May Have Led to Suicide, CNN, Mar. 22, 2014. In 2014, Nolan Burch died of alcohol poisoning following a pledging ritual of Kappa Sigma Fraternity at West Virginia University. His blood alcohol content was six times the legal limit. Jay Tokasz, Hazing Dismissal Weighed for Amherst Man in Student Death at W. Virginia U, BUFF. NEWS, Nov. 23, 2016. Dean Schabner, WVU Student Who Died in Fraternity Pledging Had Blood Alcohol Six Times Legal Limit, ABC NEWS, Jan. 27, 2015. In 2014, Trevor Duffy died of alcohol poisoning after being hazed by zeta Beta Tau Fraternity at the University of Albany. His blood alcohol content was seven times the legal limit. Nicole Hensley, Seven Charged in University at Albany Hazing Death of Bronx Teen Forced to Drink Half Gallon of Vodka, DAILY NEWS, Nov. 2, 2015.


32. Snyder, supra note 27.

33. Chappell, supra note 28.
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with great difficulty.35 After being left on the couch, Piazza stood up on his own and ‘severely stagger[ed]’ toward the basement stairs, passing fraternity brothers as he did so.36 Wireless phone records indicate that Greg Rizzo, a Beta member, sent a group text message to the fraternity members, writing: “Tim Piazza might actually be a problem. He fell fifteen feet down a flight of stairs, head first, going to need help.”37 Fraternity members proceeded to carry Piazza upstairs, where surveillance cameras show a limp and unconscious Piazza with a visible bruise on his abdomen, being placed on a couch.38 The brothers are seen sitting next to Piazza and pouring liquid on his face several times.39 Piazza remained unresponsive.40 The brothers then attached a backpack to Piazza’s back to prevent him from rolling over.41 Fraternity member Kordell Davis testified that he told the brothers they needed to call 911 after seeing Piazza’s condition.42 Fraternity brother Jonah Neuman shoved Davis into a wall and told him to leave the house.43 At 11:25 p.m., surveillance shows Pledge Master Daniel Casey approached Piazza’s unconscious body and slapped him three times in the face.44 At 12:14 a.m., a fraternity member tackled another brother, both physically landing on top of Piazza’s body.45 At approximately 2:00 a.m., Piazza is seen vomiting and twitching.46 At 1:48 a.m., Piazza rolls off the couch and the brothers watching him slam him back onto the couch.47 Later, a fraternity member struck Piazza hard in the abdomen with an open hand.48 At 3:22 a.m., Piazza manages to stand but falls backwards, striking his head on the floor with fraternity brother Jerry Coyne seen nearby.49 Piazza attempted to stand two more times later in the night, falling face down both times.50 At 5:15 a.m., a fraternity member is seen stepping over Piazza’s body as he goes downstairs for a drink of water.51
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a.m., a fellow pledge found Piazza. That pledge testified that he began to video Piazza through the application “Snapchat” before leaving the house. At 10:48 a.m., 911 was finally called. Forensic examination of phone records indicates that fraternity members were directed by Chapter President Brendan Youn to delete text messages and clean the house of any vestige of alcohol.

Timothy Piazza’s medical records from February 3 show that his abdominal cavity was filled with “80 percent of his body’s blood supply.” His spleen was shattered and sustained multiple lacerations. Timothy also suffered a subdural hematoma, which caused brain compression and neurological decline. Piazza’s brain was so swollen that neurosurgeons had to perform a temporal lobectomy to accommodate the swelling of his brain and close the surgical site. His physicians testified that it would have been extremely unlikely for anyone to recover from such injuries. Piazza was pronounced dead on February 4, 2017, at the Hershey Medical Center in Hershey, Pennsylvania.

The grand jury investigation on the Piazza case ruled that his death was not an accident. Beta Theta Pi and its members face over one thousand criminal charges for their alleged contribution to Timothy Piazza’s death. Beta Theta Pi’s Penn State University chapter has been charged with involuntary manslaughter, 50 counts of hazing, 48 counts of furnishing alcohol to minors and 48 counts of unlawful acts in relation to liquor. Eight members of the fraternity face charges of involuntary manslaughter, and an additional ten members were charged with lesser charges. The preliminary hearing for these eighteen men took place on June 12, 2017, in Centre County, Pennsylvania. Timothy Piazza’s
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56. Thompson, supra note 32.
58. Seymour, supra note 33.
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60. Thompson, supra note 32.
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62. Id.
63. Press Release, Office of the Centre, Pennsylvania County District Attorney, Beta Theta Pi Fraternity and 18 Brothers Charged in Death of Timothy Piazza; Facing Manslaughter Charges (May 5, 2017) (on file with author).
64. Id.
65. Id.
66. Charles Thompson, Preliminary Hearings in Penn State Hazing Death Rescheduled to June 12, PENN LIVE (May 16, 2017),
parents filed a wrongful death lawsuit against Pennsylvania State University, ultimately settling the case.

B. Andrew Coffey

Andrew Coffey, a 20-year-old sophomore at Florida State University (“FSU”), died November 3 after attending a party hosted by the fraternity he was pledging – Pi KappaPhi. More than 50 people attended the party that was held at an off-campus house on Buena Vista Drive. The morning after the party, the police and paramedics arrived at the house after receiving a 911 call at 10:22 a.m. The police and paramedics confirmed, at the scene, that Coffey had passed away. The police suspected alcohol had been a factor in Coffey’s death; however, the officials are still waiting for the release of the autopsy report.

A week after Coffey’s death, on November 10, the national fraternity of Pi KappaPhi revoked FSU’s Beta Eta chapter. Before Coffey’s death, the FSU Beta Eta chapter had already had a history of violating the national fraternity’s bylaws. On November 2, the national fraternity had declared that the FSU Beta Eta chapter had violated “the fraternity’s ‘social event management policies.’” In the past five years, the FSU Beta Eta chapter has been under disciplinary action for “hazing, alcohol violations, and unspecified misconduct.”
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73. Etters, supra note66.
74. Van Velzer, Fraternity Revokes FSU Charter Revoked in Wake of Andrew Coffey’s Death, supra note 67.
75. Id.
76. Id.
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of the alcohol violation, the chapter was required to enroll in a “remedial program,” in 2015.78

Florida State University responded to Coffey’s death by an immediate suspension of Pi Kappa Phi.79 However, on November 6, the FSU community faced another scandal with the arrest of 20-year-old Garrett John Marcy for selling cocaine.80 Marcy was a member of Phi Delta Theta.81 On the same day as Marcy’s arrest, President Thrasher extended the impact of the suspension to all Greek organizations until a “new normal for Greek Life at the university” is established, along with “a new culture” that the student body supports and participates in.82 Thrasher also banned alcohol from being served at “all student organization events” until the suspension is lifted.83 Criminal charges were brought against several Pi Kappa Phi members, with those charges being dismissed against four in May of 2018.84

C. Matthew Ellis

Matthew Ellis, a 20-year-old sophomore at Texas State University (TSU), died on November 13 after attending an initiation event and party at the Pi Kappa Psi Fraternity.85 The party was hosted off-campus and drinking had been taking place at the event.86 The toxicology report had not been released yet; however, the police suspect alcohol to have been a factor in Ellis’ death.87 Following Ellis’ death, the police received a tip that the student body supports and that the student body supports and participates in.88

81. Id.
82. Id.
death, the university’s president, Denise Trauth, suspended all Greek life “until a thorough review of the Greek Affairs system is completed.” The review will be completed by the Vice President for Student Affairs, Dr. Joanne Smith, including recommendations for the Greek life system when the eventual reinstatement of the chapters occurs. The TSU chapter of Pi Kappa Psi had already been under suspension from the national fraternity the week preceding Ellis’ death for “unrelated matters.” The national fraternity responded that the TSU chapter “will remain suspended while the investigation continues.”

Kelly Bomersbach, the San Marcos Police Department Commander, stated if alcohol poisoning is the cause of death that “charges could range from providing alcohol to a minor to manslaughter.” An autopsy report indicated Ellis had a blood alcohol level of 0.38, “more than four time the legal limit to drive in Texas.”

On April 11, 2018, a Hays County grand jury indicted TSU Pi Kappa Psi fraternity member who investigators claim gave alcohol to Ellis, who died of alcohol toxicity. If convicted on the Class A misdemeanor in connection to Ellis’ death, Austin Rice faces up to a year in jail and a $4,000 fine. The indictment stated that Rice provided “alcohol as a gift to a person who (he) knew was under the age of 21.”

TSU records indicate Rice is a current student, and “The New York Times” reported in November 2017 that Rice was listed in promotional materials as one of three recruitment captains with Phi Kappa Psi.

D. Maxwell Gruver

On September 14, 2017, Maxwell Gruver, an 18-year-old freshman at Louisiana State University (“LSU”), died while pledging Pi Delta Theta. He died from “acute alcohol intoxication with aspiration,” with a BAC of 0.495.

88. Silva, supra note 82.
91. Miller, supra note 83.
93. Id.
94. Id.
95. Id.
96. Id.
98. Id.
His death resulted from a pledging event called “Bible Study,” during which pledges were tested on their knowledge of the chapter and were forced to drink for answering incorrectly.\textsuperscript{99} Throughout the event, older members threw hot sauce and mustard at the pledges and had the pledges do wall sits while current members walked across their knees. Gruver was allegedly “forced” to drink 190-Diesel when he answered questions incorrectly.\textsuperscript{100} He faced pressure from Pi Delta Theta member Matthew Alexander Naquin to drink more than other pledges. Naquin “targeted” Gruver because of the freshman’s previous late attendances to fraternity events.\textsuperscript{101} Following the “Bible Study,” Gruver was left on a couch by older members and was found unresponsive around 11:00 a.m.\textsuperscript{102} He was transported to Our Lady of the Lake Hospital in Baton Rouge and passed away later that day. Following Gruver’s death, LSU President F. King Alexander suspended all Greek activities on campus, implemented an alcohol ban for sororities and fraternities and formed a Greek Life Task Force to investigate Greek life on campus. The president temporarily lifted the alcohol ban for fraternities and sororities the weekend of October 13, then reinstated the ban on October 19 following negative responses from alumni and the student body. The duration of the ban is set to last “at least until” the Greek Life Task Force completes their report in January of 2018. The national Pi Delta Theta’s responded to Gruver’s death with the immediate closure of the LSU chapter.\textsuperscript{103} On October 11, ten members of the LSU chapter of Phi Delta Theta – eight current students and two former students – were arrested and are currently facing hazing charges over Gruver’s death.\textsuperscript{104} Naquin is facing an additional negligent homicide charge.\textsuperscript{105} As of December 14, 2017, a grand jury had convened to start “a series of meetings to discuss the case.”\textsuperscript{106} In March 2018, a grand jury indicted four suspects: Matthew Naquin on charges of negligent homicide and three


\textsuperscript{100} Nobles III, Maxwell Gruver’s Mother Calls LSU Student’s Hazing Death a Murder, supra note 94.


\textsuperscript{102} Id.

\textsuperscript{103} LSU Frat Suspended, May Have Violated University Policies, FOX NEWS (Nov. 8, 2017), https://www.foxnews.com/us/lsu-frat-suspended-may-have-violated-university-policies [https://perma.cc/5G7S-S7ZA].


\textsuperscript{105} Nobles III, Maxwell Gruver’s Mother Calls LSU Student’s Hazing Death a Murder, supra note 94.

\textsuperscript{106} Id.
others indicted on hazing charges. When hearing evidence against five other suspects, the grand jury could not reach a consensus on whether to charge the suspects. The jury declined to charge the fifth suspect according to District Attorney Hillar Moore’s report. Moore’s office previously decided not to prosecute another suspect. Moore’s office previously decided not to prosecute another suspect. The grand jury also heard evidence relating to LSU’s Phi Delta Theta chapter and whether it had a criminal liability for hazing, yet the grand jury could not come to a consensus.

Naquin’s attorney John McLindon stated he and his client were “prepared to go to trial.” “No one forced Max Gruver to drink,” McLindon said. “I’m prepared to show that my client is not guilty of negligent homicide.” In August 2018, Gruver’s parents filed a lawsuit in US District Court in the Middle District of Louisiana against LSU, Phi Delta Theta and several of its members alleging they failed to adequately address hazing on campus, despite numerous hazing claims. The lawsuit, which seeks $25 million, claims LSU violated Title IX in how it navigated hazing claims in fraternities and sororities differently. The culture of fraternity hazing was permitted to continue because of “outdated gender stereotypes about young men engaging in masculine rites of passage,” said a statement from the Cazayoux Ewing Law Firm, which represents the Gruver family. The suit further alleges LSU was well aware of the risks associated with fraternity hazing, and was not forthright about those risks.

III. WHITE MALE ANXIETY AND HYPERMASCULINITY

The leading thinker on white masculinity, Michael Kimmel, has delineated both the roots and consequences of modern white masculinity. Kimmel examines the crisis of masculinity that emerged among white men in the 1960s and 1970s, an era marked by powerful social movements that “offered scathing
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112. Andone & Burnside, supra note 104.
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118. Andone, supra note 112.
critiques of traditional masculinity and demanded inclusion and equality in the public arena.”

The women’s rights, civil rights, and gay liberation movements challenged racial hierarchies and traditional gender roles, leaving white men in search of their place in the world. For example, confidence in the ‘masculine mystique’ – the man of formidable strength, stoicism and responsibility – was shattered. Middle-class white men now scrambled to redefine their masculine identity within the home and in society.

The promise of the self-made man and the glory of the “breadwinner” lost their allure during this time period, as both were now considered sources of stress, loneliness and depression. Even more jarring was the demotion of soldier from manly hero to “failed man” in the wake of the Vietnam War. At its core, the antiwar movement epitomized the escalating crisis of masculinity as men fought to distinguish (and define) the strong from the weak. When President Kennedy was assassinated in 1963, a shockwave reverberated across the nation. The assassination of a powerful national hero, a virile man in his prime, was akin to the assassination of the manhood he so resoundingly represented. At the same time, traditionally marginalized groups were demanding inclusion professionally and politically. As women, black men and gay men staked their claims for identity and masculinity, white men found themselves lacking a comparison by which to define their own masculinity. This gave rise to the men’s liberation movement.

120. Id. at 271.
121. Id. at 262-63; see also Michael Kimmel, Angry White Men: American Masculinity at the End of an Era 38 (2017).
123. Id. at 263-64.
124. Id. at 265-266. To this point, in his work, David Savron indicated that the ideal man of this time, the “breadwinner,” was solely responsible for the financial stability of his nuclear family. David Savron, Taking It Like a Man 46 (1998). The nuclear family, therefore, became a critical source of reinforcement of normative gender roles. Id. Furthermore, the American male identity had adapted from its predecessors to accommodate the postwar culture of Fordism. Id. at 47. Fordism, defined by “mass-production and assembly-line technology” gave rise to the “organization man” who was expected to prioritize the needs and interests of the corporation over his own. Id. Men were encouraged to cooperate, rather than compete, with each other, as well as demonstrate loyalty and obedience to their superiors. Id. Moreover, men were increasingly expected to engage in traditionally female activities in the home, such as “changing diapers, washing dishes, [and] cooking meals.” Id. at 47-48. This feminization of the male role at work and in the home created a gender identity crisis among American men. Id. at 48.
125. Kimmel, Manhood in America, supra note 116, at 263.
126. Id. at 267.
127. Id.
128. Id. at 267-68.
129. See id. at 280.
130. Id.
131. Id. at 280-81.
The men’s liberation movement, launched in the 1970s, was often criticized as “merely a case of oppression envy.” In reality, it was not so trivial. Initial men’s rights activists sought to free men from the trappings of traditional masculinity. They promised to release men from the oppressive expectations of manhood so they may finally live with a sense of purpose, fulfilment and happiness. For the first time in the nation’s history, American men were rejecting conventional requirements for manhood and asserting their own, new identity – without escaping into the wilderness in search of masculinity or excluding women, black men and gay men from the arena. Nevertheless, the men’s liberation movement did not gain significant traction among cultural observers, feminists or mainstream American men. Traditional concepts of masculinity persisted, gaining popularity when only slightly nuanced. By the end of the 1970s, it became clear that altering men’s gender roles would not revolutionize the social and economic structure in their favor. As a result, men began to assert their own victimhood.

The 1980s are often remembered with nostalgia as the decade in which America reaffirmed its pride and saw the return of the true American man. However, according to Kimmel, manhood since the 1980s has been characterized more by confusion than anything else. He identifies three types of men that emerged at this time: the wimps, the whiners, and the weekend warriors. The wimps were sensitive, compassionate and passive. They were not interested in grand displays of male toughness and bravado. Other men, and some women, resented the wimp for his lack of sexual drive and professional ambition. The whiners belonged to the men’s rights movement and advocated for the return of the traditional, self-made man. They felt threatened by women moving beyond their traditional role as the submissive housewife. Feminists, according to the whiners, were an oppressive and emasculating force determined to weigh men down with guilt and shame. Men were the real victims of sexual harassment, domestic violence, unfair divorce laws, systematic scapegoating and “antimale
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sexism." \footnote{150} The third group, the weekend warriors, were men who sought an escape from the feminization of American males. \footnote{151} They searched for all-male environments – such as wilderness retreats, fraternities, same-sex schools and Boy Scout troops – designed for men – real men – to demonstrate to each other their rugged manliness and ensure that the next generation would not grow up to be wimps. \footnote{152}

In short, white masculinity, over the past fifty years, has largely been defined as a reaction to the strides of racial minorities, women, and the LGBTQ community. The America that white men once knew, ceased to exist decades ago, and this has caused them great angst. As a result, white men have largely fashioned a new form of masculinity, rooted in their fears. It is this new white masculinity that has associated with it, especially within college culture, hazing and excessive alcohol use.

\textbf{IV. Hypermasculinity, Risk-taking, and Alcohol Use}

It should come as no surprise that men harboring anxieties about their manhood would engage in hypermasculine conduct—e.g., violence and alcohol consumption. Societal and cultural conceptions of masculinity hail social drinking as a symbol of manliness and dominance. \footnote{153} The consumption of alcohol is heralded as a boy’s entrance into manhood; heavier consumption of alcohol is widely expected to increase one’s manliness. \footnote{154} The greater toleration a man has for alcohol, the greater his degree of masculinity. \footnote{155} Among college students, men overwhelmingly view heavy drinking as a source of pride and affirmation of masculinity and therefore tend to increase their alcohol consumption in the presence of other men. \footnote{156} Not surprisingly, male alcoholics significantly outnumber female alcoholics. \footnote{157} At some point in their lives, 39\% of men report “psychological dependence” on alcohol, 18\% are “problem drinkers” and 10\% are “alcoholics.” \footnote{158}

Not only is drinking itself considered manly, drinking is increasingly linked to three traditional elements of masculinity: unconventionality, risk-taking and aggressiveness. \footnote{159} Men are likely motivated to drink heavily because it illustrates unconventionality and deviance, both of which are qualities that men are encouraged to embody. Heavy drinking, because of its potential to endanger
one’s health, has also come to exemplify a manly willingness to take risks.\textsuperscript{160} Finally, drinking is highly associated with increased aggression.\textsuperscript{161} The expectation of aggressiveness is powerful enough alone to impact a man’s disposition. For example, in a controlled laboratory setting, subjects were led to believe they had consumed alcohol, though they had not. Nevertheless, participants demonstrated increased aggression; the belief that they had consumed alcohol was sufficient to alter their behavior to conform to societal expectations.\textsuperscript{162}

Hegemonic masculinity is “a multidimensional approach to understanding gender that permits analysis of individual interactions, social structure, and culture.”\textsuperscript{163} Hinote and Webber used this concept as a framework for understanding how historical, cultural and social context shape gendered expectations and behaviors.\textsuperscript{164} More specifically, Hinote and Weber examined heavy, social alcohol consumption among Russian men and its associated form of hegemonic masculinity.\textsuperscript{165} They found that men who perceived a loss of dominance – or, masculinity – drank heavily to compensate.\textsuperscript{166} Such heavy social drinking provided marginalized men access to dominant masculine resources such as money, power and influence.\textsuperscript{167} This demonstrates that concepts of gender related to alcohol can have a significant impact on individual health and longevity.

The alcohol industry’s representation of manhood and gender relations perpetuates traditional “macho” concepts that have been proven to contribute to violence against women.\textsuperscript{168} Alcohol advertisements often engage young people by promoting desirable lifestyles and identities that reinforce existing constructs of gender roles.\textsuperscript{169} Such advertisements appeal to traditional concepts of masculinity that “privilege men’s dominance, entitlement, and control of women.”\textsuperscript{170} These constructions of masculinity have long been associated with violence against women.\textsuperscript{171} Alison Towns and colleagues examined this link between alcohol advertisements and violence against women and how this association poses a serious threat to healthy heterosexual relationships.\textsuperscript{172} Domestic violence prevention efforts are designed to promote “egalitarian
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relationships and alternative masculinities.\textsuperscript{173} Alternative masculinities seek to promote forms of masculinity that foster healthy relationships with women.\textsuperscript{174} However, alcohol advertisements often reinforce traditional values of masculinity “to promote a positive emotive response.”\textsuperscript{175} The alcohol industry’s promotion of hegemonic masculinity not only underpins the notion that masculinity requires patriarchal control, but suppresses alternative forms of masculinity as well.\textsuperscript{176}

Changes in social order and gender perceptions over time have caused corresponding shifts in beer advertisements.\textsuperscript{177} For example, in the 1950s and 1960s, beer advertisements depicted a shared relaxation experience between husband and wife.\textsuperscript{178} However, in the 1970s, beer advertisements depicted men drinking beer and women as peripheral, sexualized accessories to the occasion.\textsuperscript{179} Advertisements portray comradeship among men as the ultimate masculine experience, where “life with the boys is fun, exciting, ‘emotionally comfortable’ and undemanding, with clear, but largely unspoken, boundaries that ‘limit emotional expression.’”\textsuperscript{180}

Alcohol advertisements can be understood as “manuals on masculinity,” implying that they influence a far broader range of male lifestyle choices beyond that of beverage.\textsuperscript{181} The alcohol industry utilizes iconic characters as symbols of masculinity that perpetuate hegemonic masculinity and suppress women and alternative masculinities.\textsuperscript{182} They also employ humor, irony and symbols of manhood to mask more offensive or sexist messages.\textsuperscript{183} Furthermore, advertisements have claimed certain spaces, particularly pubs, as exclusively male environments where men can drink together and escape the demands of wives and mothers. Such environments serve as havens for sport-watching and beer-drinking, from which “less masculine” men are also excluded.\textsuperscript{184}

Studies show that women suffer far less from alcoholism than men.\textsuperscript{185} Although men comprise less than half of the U.S. population, they consume 75% of alcohol, drink twice as often as women and become intoxicated twice as often as women.\textsuperscript{186} This gender disparity exists for all ages, races, ethnic groups, education levels, incomes and categories of marital status.\textsuperscript{187} Gender roles are the
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product of internalized cultural beliefs that define how masculinity and femininity should manifest. These ideologies are distinguished by race, social class, and sexual orientation. Alcohol consumption is a highly gendered activity; male drinking habits are particularly influenced by societal norms and values, as well as the presence and perception of other men. Moreover, Lyons and Willott found that men often define female drinking in male terms and are reluctant to relinquish beer drinking as a predominately male activity. Samantha Wells and colleagues identified four dimensions of the male norm: “no sissy stuff,” “the big wheel,” “the sturdy oak,” and “give ‘em hell.” The “no sissy stuff” dimension demands that men never behave in a manner remotely feminine. “The big wheel” dimension demands that men pursue success and achievement. “The sturdy oak” dimension demands that men exude strength, never weakness. The “give ‘em hell” dimension demands that men seek adventure, whether or not it entails violence.

Studies show that young men are more likely than women to engage in excessive drinking and therefore experience negative consequences, such as risky sexual behavior, aggression and violence. A social constructionist theory of gender proposes that men and women engage in different health-risk behaviors based on social constructs of masculinity and femininity. These constructs are adopted through social, cultural and structural mechanisms. Through these mechanisms, men and women act according to their normative gender role when interacting with other men and women.

Three features of alcohol consumption drive its masculine image: the existence of geographical space dedicated to male drinking, the distinction of ‘manly’ types of alcohol (such as beer), and the perception that a high tolerance of excessive amounts of alcohol is masculine. Because gender identities are formulated in relation to one another, changes in female drinking patterns and expressions of femininity are likely to affect male drinking patterns and expressions of masculinity. In some social-historical contexts, hegemonic
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masculinity delineates a single form of masculinity as superior to all others. Moreover, the superior identity is the only accepted standard by which to measure such subordinate identities. With regard to drinking, hegemonic masculinity is constructed through, “(i) engaging in drinking practices that [are] specifically gendered in terms of place and activity, (ii) learning to drink beer and (iii) drinking large quantities.”

Heavy drinking is highly prevalent among men in the United Kingdom. Men outrank women in amount consumed, frequency of consumption and intoxication, alcohol abuse and dependency. Men are also more likely to cite intoxication and escapism as their incentive to drink. Over two-thirds of alcohol-related deaths in the U.K. are among men. Drinking is an event commonly shared among men, during which sexist, racist and homophobic discourse play a prominent role. This parade of hegemonic masculinity often involves the degradation of others who are not present, as well as the affirmation of masculinity and solidarity. Moreover, men who are both committed to the hegemonic definition of masculinity and experience a high level of gender-role stress are more likely to resort to alcohol misuse or abuse. However, Kenneth Mullen and colleagues’ study in Scotland suggests that alcohol’s masculine image has recently diminished among certain young men. While traditional masculine drinking norms persist among some men, others are demonstrating greater flexibility in gender role possibilities. The inclusion of women in social drinking and increasing variety of drinking locations and alcohol products have led some young men to develop alternative expressions of masculinity in these contexts.

Heavy episodic drinking is strongly associated with male aggression; more than half of all violent crimes involve alcohol. Peter Miller and colleagues examined the implications of various pharmacological effects of alcohol, such as “a focus on salient environmental cues, reduced anxiety, increased risk taking, impaired cognitive functioning as well as increased concerns about personal power.” Individuals with moderate to high levels of trait aggression are more susceptible to these effects that increase aggression. Additionally, young men seeking to fulfill masculine norms may demonstrate aggression because such
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behavior is both accepted and expected during heavy episodic drinking; not because they have aggressive personalities or suppressed anger. In Miller and colleagues’ study, heavy episodic drinkers were most likely to engage in aggressive behavior in bars. \(^{212}\) These men also reported greater concerns of social honor, higher trait aggression and held more “positive male alcohol-related aggression expectancies” than did those who did not engage in aggressive behavior. \(^{213}\) Although alcohol is a strong determinant of male aggression, it is evident that other factors also contribute to male aggression while drinking, including peer pressure and the desire to conform to masculinity norms.

Because heavy drinking poses a formidable threat to American college men’s health, it is critical to understand the underlying motivation to drink. \(^{214}\) Rocco Capraro found that most men in college drink simply because that is the college man’s role. \(^{215}\) Furthermore, Capraro found that this behavior is paradoxical by nature, as men drink to reflect masculine power when, in fact, they feel powerless. \(^{216}\) While alcohol use is not statistically correlated with masculinity concerns, masculinity concerns predict alcohol misuse and abuse among men. \(^{217}\) Men suffering from alcohol problems might arrive at this conclusion by one of two paths: the first beginning with traditional masculine attitudes, followed by alcohol use and ending in abuse; the second beginning with concerns or stress about masculinity, leading directly to alcohol problems. \(^{218}\)

Alcohol is a tool by which college men accomplish their gender role. \(^{219}\) The ideal male identity in Western culture is “European American, young, heterosexually active, economically successful, athletically inclined, and self-assured.” \(^{220}\) In Peralta’s study, men communicated their masculinity through “drinking stories, the body’s ability to tolerate alcohol, and the relevance of drinking too little or not at all, which symbolized weakness, homosexuality, or femininity.” \(^{221}\) Although men drink more frequently and in greater quantities than women, gender differences in alcohol consumption by college students are shrinking. \(^{222}\)

Individuals perform stereotypical notions of gender based on subconscious beliefs about cultural norms. \(^{223}\) These norms produce and reinforce gendered
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behavior expectations through a system of social rewards and punishments.\textsuperscript{224} By this process, college men are rewarded for demonstrating hegemonic masculinity with stories and trophies of drunken behaviors, which are believed to exhibit elements of stamina, popularity and confidence.\textsuperscript{225} Hegemonic masculinity is also expressed through aggressive and risky behavior while drinking.\textsuperscript{226} Such acts of ‘courage’ are essential to the hegemonic masculine image of “strength, aggression, and confidence,” thereby fostering a false sense of invincibility.\textsuperscript{227} This illusion of invincibility can lead to violent behaviors and even drunk driving.\textsuperscript{228} Despite the obvious danger, men face considerable pressure to continually express their masculinity through socially accepted behaviors.\textsuperscript{229} In the college context, heavy drinking is legitimized as an appropriate and necessary representation of manhood.

It is well-established that men who possess traditional beliefs of masculinity are more likely to engage in dangerous activities that may result in serious injury or alcohol abuse.\textsuperscript{230} Furthermore, research has demonstrated a significant “association between men’s endorsement of traditional views of masculinity and their alcohol use and between men’s experience of masculine role stress and their alcohol problems.”\textsuperscript{231} Traumatic brain injuries and spinal cord injuries among men in the U.S. have reached epidemic proportions, with a significant portion attributed to either active military service or risky behavior typical of the hegemonic man. This second category of injured men includes those who refuse to wear seatbelts, drive recklessly and perform dangerous acts “for fun.”\textsuperscript{232} Studies show that these men are also far more likely to engage in heavy drinking, both before and after the injury. Because these men are highly concerned with manliness and dominance, post-injury social interactions may lead them to experience negative psychological outcomes and perceive significant threats to their masculinity.\textsuperscript{233} Likely already prone to drinking, these men are therefore at risk of alcohol abuse as they seek to reassert their masculinity and power through drinking.\textsuperscript{234}

Homosexual men often face severe mistreatment and potential danger when confronted by intoxicated heterosexual men.\textsuperscript{235} Ruschelle Leone and Dominic Parrott found that heterosexual men’s adherence to traditional masculine norms
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increased the risk of aggression or violence toward homosexual men, who “are assumed to violate sex norms and are typically viewed as feminine.” Hegemonic masculinity demands that men be exclusively heterosexual, as homosexuality threatens the dominance of the male gender over women. Heterosexual men often assert and enforce hegemonic masculinity through violent acts against gay men. The adherence to and enforcement of such rigid gender norms is likely context-dependent. For example, Leone and Parrott observed that greater acceptance of male toughness norms did not increase the likelihood of sober heterosexual men’s aggression toward homosexual men. However, intoxication among the same men significantly predicted aggression toward homosexual men. Overall, the authors found that acute alcohol intoxication activates concepts of male toughness that translate into antigay aggression.

Gender norms that have endured for centuries compel men and women to tailor their behavior to cultural expectations. Hegemonic masculinity is an ideal that demands unflinching strength, boundless courage and superior success. Alcohol is a means by which men express, or feign, such masculine ideals, particularly as a coping mechanism for existing inadequacies. Those most concerned with fulfilling the hegemonic masculine image are most likely to suffer from alcohol problems. Thus, gender identity insecurity is a primary driver of alcohol abuse among men in Western cultures.

V. ALCOHOL USE AND WHITE FRATERNITY CULTURE

Injuries and accidents associated with excessive alcohol consumption have become the leading cause of death among the United States undergraduate population. The U.S. has recorded approximately 100,000 deaths and spends about $150 billion on issues related to alcohol abuse. Such tragedies may result from various dangerous activities, including driving while intoxicated, riding as a passenger in a car with an intoxicated driver, and engaging in risky sexual behavior. Members of Greek life, and particularly fraternity men, are significantly more likely to drink alcohol and engage in binge-drinking than their non-Greek peers. As a result, members of fraternities and sororities are far more likely to experience the negative consequences associated with binge-drinking.
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Fraternity men are at an even greater risk than sorority women of experiencing such consequences.

A. Alcohol and Drug Prevalence

Though undergraduate men and women exhibit similar patterns in drinking—such as their likelihood to consume alcohol—Kathleen Ragsdale and colleagues found that significant differences exist between genders that must be addressed in efforts to combat dangerous drinking behavior. For example, men are significantly more likely to drink in Greek houses and college football games, as well as to engage in binge-drinking competitions. Women are more likely to have consumed alcohol in the past 30 days, but less likely to have binged. Despite a decrease in alcohol consumption by college students since the 1990s, dangerous drinking—such binge drinking and frequent drinking—has increased, particularly among members of fraternities and sororities. Effective intervention and prevention programs on college campuses must therefore be gender-specific, tailored to the drinking culture on campus, and cognizant of various psychosocial and environmental factors associated with heavy drinking.

Leonard Goodwin examined alcohol and other drug use among 2,000 fraternity and sorority members. Findings indicated alcohol to be the clear drug of choice among fraternity and sorority members. Ninety-eight percent of respondents drank alcohol every week, while only 47% used marijuana or cocaine during a 20-day period. Fifty percent reported having never used drugs other than alcohol. Goodwin also found that self-monitoring played a significant role in alcohol and other drug consumption. For example, students who experienced more aversive effects from drinking than expected, based on the amount consumed, tended to be more concerned about their alcohol consumption than students who experienced less aversive effects. However, those students who experienced more than average aversive effects from alcohol tended to increase their use of marijuana/cocaine.

Lori Scott-Sheldon and colleagues examined the efficacy of intervention programs designed to reduce alcohol consumption among members of
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fraternities and sororities. Previous research indicates that members of fraternities and sororities, compared to their non-Greek peers, consume higher quantities of alcohol, drink more frequently and experience more alcohol-related consequences. Several factors contribute to alcohol misuse among Greek-affiliated students. First, fraternity and sorority members self-select into peer groups with patterns of heavy alcohol consumption consistent with their own. Second, as aspiring members participate in the socialization process of “pledging,” they are indoctrinated into a culture that rewards alcohol misuse. Third, the environment of Greek housing enables alcohol to play a central role in fraternity and sorority life. Fourth, fraternity members tend to drink more if they perceive their peers to be drinking or to approve of drinking, regardless of whether these assumptions are accurate. Lastly, those who expect alcohol consumption to have positive results, such as improved social skills, tend to drink more.

Scott-Sheldon and colleagues found that intervention programs that challenged positive alcohol-related expectancies were more effective in reducing the quantity of alcohol consumed on specific occasions. However, intervention methods “highlighting the situational risk factors that contribute to drinking and efforts to manage drinking” seem ineffective when fraternity and sorority members that perceive alcohol “as a means to achieve their social and sexual goals.”

Students in Greek organizations tend to drink more frequently and in greater quantities than other college students, placing them at higher risk for missing class, obtaining poor grades, engaging in unprotected sex, violence, and death. Jeffrey Cashin and colleagues note that “50% of Greek house residents performed poorly” on a test or important project “compared to 25% of all students,” “70% missed a class compared to 33% of all students and 59% had an argument or fight compared with 35% of all students.” Among the 25,411 students who completed the Core and Alcohol and Drug Survey, non-Greeks averaged significantly fewer drinks per week, engaged in heavy drinking less often and suffered fewer negative consequences of drinking or other drug use than their Greek-affiliate peers. Further, “[t]he leaders of fraternities and
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sororities consumed alcohol, engaged in heavy drinking and experienced negative consequences at levels at least as high and in some cases higher than that of others who attended functions or were actively involved in Greek life.\textsuperscript{270}

In a comparison of two studies (one conducted in 1994, one conducted in 2000) examining alcohol use and its consequences for Greek members, Sandra Caron and colleagues found that while efforts must still be made to reduce heavy alcohol consumption among fraternity and sorority members, progress has been made since 1994.\textsuperscript{271} Sorority members are almost twice as likely to be binge drinkers compared to non-sorority women.\textsuperscript{272} Further, research shows that being a resident in a fraternity or sorority house, rather than a non-Greek house, is associated with even higher rates of binge drinking.\textsuperscript{273} Sandra Caron and colleagues found that a majority of fraternity and sorority members drank in high school and have since increased their consumption.\textsuperscript{274} The majority of respondents indicated that they drink on two or more occasions per week, consuming at least four or more drinks on each occasion.\textsuperscript{275} Over 60\% of respondents stated that they have been so intoxicated that they experienced a loss in memory.\textsuperscript{276} Compared to the 1994 sample, fewer students in 2000 reported having drank in high school, feeling pressured to drink, drinking three or more times per week, consuming more than six drinks in a single evening, using a fake identification, having been arrested for drinking and driving, or having done something they later regretted.\textsuperscript{277} Overall, fraternity and sorority members in the 2000 sample appeared to be more responsible in terms of their alcohol use and experienced fewer alcohol-related consequences.\textsuperscript{278}

Harrington and colleagues review of the research literature found “[s]tudents who live in fraternity or sorority houses are more likely to drink, to binge drink, and to have experienced complications as a result of alcohol consumption.”\textsuperscript{279} However, when compared to non-Greek peers, members of fraternities and sororities are more likely to regard binge-drinking and alcohol consumption more positively, believing that “people who drink have more fun than people who don’t.”\textsuperscript{280} Research shows that frequent binge-drinkers are 25 times more likely than non-binge-drinking to engage in delinquent behaviors.\textsuperscript{281}

Comparing Greek-life and athletics, Jami Leichliter and colleagues, found that
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individuals with increased involvement in sports or Greek life were more likely to use alcohol and experience effects of substance abuse. Additionally, students who participated in both athletics and Greek life “consumed the most alcohol and engaged in the most binge drinking.” Men drank more than women, regardless of their involvement in these two organizations. However, Meilman reports that “fraternity and sorority members are more involved in drinking than athletes.” On college campuses, fraternities facilitate high risk drinking amongst all college students, regardless of Greek affiliation.

B. Contributing Factors to Risky Behavior

In Aaron Turner and colleagues’ analysis of the relationship between parent-child conflict and alcohol-related consequences, parent-child conflict was found to significantly predict the experience of alcohol-related consequences in the child’s transition from high school to college. Parent-child conflict is a reliable predictor of depression and global psychological distress. The more conflict there tended to be, the more potent the effects, and the greater likelihood the child would experience higher levels of negative alcohol-related experiences in their first year of college. Research also demonstrates that parent-child conflict varies by gender. Both sons’ and daughters’ experience with mother-child conflict predicted high-risk drinking behavior, but father-child conflict was a better predictor of high-risk drinking behavior in sons. This research indicates that high-risk drinking behavior may not only be a result of global psychological distress, but also the perceived quality of specific parent-child relationships.

Personality research demonstrates that individuals will seek environments that align with their dispositions. In the transition from high school to college, individuals who engaged in high-risk drinking behaviors prior to college are more likely to seek an environment conducive to such behavior in college. Furthermore, individuals with impulsive, and more specifically, novelty-seeking, personalities are more likely to have drank heavily in high school. As a result, students with such personality traits may self-select into Greek organizations, where there is ample opportunity to maintain pre-college habits of drinking in
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excess. Once membership in these organization is acquired, perceived peer drinking norms may lead first-year students to reaffirm their preexisting preference for drinking and subsequently increase their alcohol consumption. This research suggests that intervention seeking to decrease excessive drinking in high school may have a significant impact on future drinking behaviors in college. Unfortunately, intervention beginning after the transition to college may be too late to be effectual. Furthermore, recruitment into Greek organizations should be delayed to the second semester of freshman year or sophomore year to reduce first-year students’ susceptibility to, and therefore the potency of, peer influence. However, because dangerous drinking behaviors steadily increase among Greek members throughout the first 3 years of college, intervention programs must target undergraduates of all ages. Effective programs must tackle social norms and incorporate both “supply reduction” and “demand reduction” strategies.

Geller and colleagues examined whether serving low-alcohol beer without partiers’ knowledge would reduce alcohol impairment and subsequent DWI (i.e. driving while intoxicated) risk. Previous research provides “substantial evidence that individuals . . . regulate their alcohol intake to achieve a particular state of intoxication.” Geller and colleagues hypothesized that individuals, if served low-alcohol beverages, would drink more than those served beverages with standard alcohol content to reach desired levels of intoxication. Geller and colleagues measured the blood alcohol content of students entering and exiting three fraternity parties, each serving drinks varying in alcohol content (low-alcohol beer, standard alcohol content beer, or mixed drinks and low-alcohol beer). The results failed to support a titration hypothesis, which predicts that partiers assigned to the low-alcohol condition would consume beverages at higher rates than partiers assigned to the standard-alcohol condition. Instead, the authors found that “partiers [were] significantly less impaired when served beverages (beer or mixed drinks) with lower alcohol content.” While subjects’ perceptions of differential alcohol content in their beer or mixed drinks was not assessed systematically, no beer drinker complained about the taste and only two consumers of mixed drinks indicated
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that they thought their drink was weak. Overall, the blood alcohol content levels “at the end of the parties were not significantly different across the beer and mixed-drink conditions” (i.e. the beer and mixed-drink consumers drank differential amounts of their selected beverages to reach similar levels of alcohol impairment). These findings suggest that “if [] hosts serve low-alcohol beer and mixed drinks without informing their guests, partiers [will] not compensate for the reduced alcohol content by drinking” greater volumes. As a result, blood alcohol content levels at the end of the party will be lowered.

C. Peer Influence

Research shows that the level of risk for heavy drinking depends on the specific Greek organization rather than general participation in Greek life. Norms regarding the quantity and frequency of alcohol consumption are the primary factors that influence binge-drinking in college. Students report their average drinking to be much higher when they are among peers in their fraternity or sorority. Their individual consumption is therefore much higher than that of the average population. Peer support is among one of the most common factors that influence heavy drinking. When drinking among peers, college students feel more accepted and perceive drinking to play a significant role in socialization. Studies show that Greek life members rely heavily on drinking to better their social reputations, gain acceptance and increase popularity.

Researchers have developed processes and identified various factors to help explain risky drinking among college students. Three individual-difference factors include selection, socialization, and reciprocal social influences. Students who consume alcohol heavily tend to select peers who also consume alcohol heavily. Research indicates that many students enter college with substantial drinking experience and tend to seek students whose drinking habits align with their own. Socialization begins upon entering college when students find themselves in a strange, particular environment that accepts, encourages and
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normalizes alcohol consumption. The process of reciprocal social influence is interconnected with the processes selection and socialization. For example, once immersed in the environment, a student who selects friends that engage in similar drinking behaviors will, over time, continue and potentially escalate his or her degree of alcohol consumption as drinking becomes more normative. This mutually reinforcing system may exacerbate individual consumption and experience of alcohol-related consequences.

Peer support and influence is commonly found among college Greek members who drink. Perception of drinking norms has a significant impact on college drinking. Students tend to overestimate their peers’ consumption levels and consequently raise their own consumption levels to accord with what they perceive to be their peers’. Many college campuses attempt to gather students for interventions to inform them of the actual degree of alcohol consumption among their peers. The purpose of such an intervention strategy is to decrease the pressure to conform to perceived societal norms. Students’ perceptions of subjective norms can be defined as “perceived social pressure to perform or not to perform the behavior.” Students’ subjective norms are influenced by what society deems as appropriate behavior. Accordingly, because heavy drinking norms are seen as “normative behavior expectations,” students may engage binge-drinking more frequently. Peers in the same age group, and especially in the same Greek organization, have strong effects on whether or not others will participate in drinking.

Males in college fraternities are the heaviest and most frequent drinkers on college campuses. When receiving new members, or “pledges,” initiated members use alcohol, amongst other experiences, to welcome and socialize the new members to the fraternity’s culture and behavioral norms. Within these social settings, parties rarely occur if alcohol is not present. Under the rule of pledge-educators and older fraternity members, the pledges’ consumption of
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alcohol is based on a system of rewards and punishments. As a reward, alcohol is viewed as a privilege that represents membership within the fraternity. This system of reward and punishment encourages pledges to conform to the cultural ideals of the fraternity. Because these mechanisms of conformity create a close-knit brotherhood based on extreme loyalty, the process of pledging and the role of alcohol in fraternities cannot be fully understood or altered by the outside community.

The positive view of alcohol, such as a mechanism to increase socialization among peers, coupled with the prior experience of alcohol-related problems are, together, positively correlated with increased alcohol consumption. Due to this phenomenon, “freshman males [in college environments] have significantly increased their consumption of alcoholic beverages over the past twenty years.” Those who are more likely to drink heavily are typically single, sexually active males who are members of the middle or upper class. Within fraternities, the amount of alcohol that freshman pledges consume is associated with the importance of alcohol consumption within the fraternity as a whole. Individual factors such as ambivalence within the family towards alcohol consumption and lack of personal drinking limits are shown to contribute to an increased level of drinking. More importantly, past drinking behaviors are a reliable indicator of the level of alcohol consumed during pledging. Those more actively involved in religious activities are less likely to drink heavily. High risk characteristics of pledges such as the absence of a stable family background suggest an increased likelihood in heavy drinking. To maximize effectiveness, interventions should be tailored to individuals as well as fraternities, while also maintaining an environment that promotes socialization.

For college students involved in Greek organizations, descriptive and injunctive norms create perceptions about alcohol consumption, the negative consequences drinking and symptoms of alcohol dependence that are predictive of students’ rates of alcohol consumption. The misperception of descriptive norms, which involves the overestimation of the amount of alcohol that peers consume, influences individuals to consume more alcohol to align their
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behaviors with those of their peers. Injunctive norms influence drinking and other behaviors because they dictate “the behaviors and attitudes that are judged to be acceptable, expected, or correct within a social system.” Research indicates that these two norms can independently predict certain behaviors. Injunctive norms are more important because they are better predictors of alcohol-related problems. Descriptive norms may be better predictors of men’s negative alcohol-related consequences because perceived pledge class drinking behavior and dependence was much stronger among males than among females. Interventions focused on descriptive norms have been more successful, however research suggests that modifying interventions to include injunctive norms would present “fewer ethical and pragmatic difficulties” because they do not target the majority of students that abuse alcohol.

D. Fraternities, Alcohol, and Sexual Assault

Many factors contribute to sexual aggression, including, “societal-level supports (cultural values, sexual scripts), institutional influences (peer groups, schools, religious groups), didactic interpersonal context (relationship characteristics, victim characteristics, miscommunication, the situation surrounding the social interaction), and characteristics of the individual man (attitudes, personality traits, gender schema, attraction to sexual aggression, sex/power motives).” College athletic teams and fraternities have been identified as valuing the forceful sexual domination and subordination of women. Out of the three previously mentioned factors, heavy alcohol and nicotine use were the most accurate predictors of sexual aggression. Further, sexual aggression, rape-supportive attitudes and hyper-masculinity amongst fraternity members have been found to be positively associated and exhibit a moderate correlation. These sex related issues are perpetuated through “pornography, sexual ideology, masculinity, and degrading initiation and hazing rituals.” Although fraternity membership alone does not create sexual aggression towards women, a significantly higher number fraternity men compared to non-fraternity men reported that they have engaged in “sexually
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aggressive actions.”

Additionally, sorority women are “74% more likely to experience rape than other college women,” which may be the result of increased interaction with fraternity men and exposure to alcohol.

Mary Frintner and Laurna Rubinson’s research sought to determine the extent to which sexual victimization of undergraduate women was related to alcohol use, fraternity membership and sports team membership. Participants were asked to describe the most sexually stressful event they had experienced since enrolling at the university. Participants were posed with three questions: (1) whether alcohol use occurred, (2) if the man was a member of a fraternity, and (3) if the man was a member of a sports team or club. Results showed that alcohol “play[ed] a major role in the sexual violence [] on college campuses.”

According to their research, “Fraternities and fraternity members have often been identified as being involved in acts of sexual violence.” Further, previous research has documented several cases of acquaintance rape and gang rape by fraternity members. In one study, more than 50 cases of gang rape were committed by fraternity members. Sexual violence on campuses has been demonstrated to be strongly connected to fraternities. Frintner and Rubinson believed that because athletic members of universities are often involved in violent behaviors, their involvement in sexual violence on campus should be examined further. The authors found fraternity members and members of sports teams to be overrepresented among crimes of sexual assault, attempted sexual assault and battery, illegal restraint and intimidation. Furthermore, alcohol was involved in the majority of the reported sexually stressful events, suggesting that an association between alcohol and sexual violence exists.

John Foubert and colleagues believe that “effective rape prevention programs should appeal to the way men perceive themselves.” The authors found that rape prevention programs often target fraternity men because previous research has shown them to be more likely than non-Greek males to be sexually coercive, “to use alcohol in an attempt to have sex with women,” to have traditional attitudes toward women, “to believe that women enjoy being physically ‘roughed up,’” and to think “that sexually liberated women are
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promiscuous and will probably have sex with anyone.”

Foubert and colleagues asked fraternity men to share their experiences in asking for consent from sexual partners after one or both parties had consumed alcohol. They found five major themes, four of which were related to the decision-making process that fraternity men [employ when] deciding whether to be sexually intimate with a woman. The fifth theme involved ideas fraternity men have for improving rape prevention programming. First was the notion that asking for consent ruined the intimate moment. Self-reports indicated that most male fraternity members did not ask for consent before engaging in sexual behaviors with women. Reasons varied from being afraid of rejection to and looking foolish if they were denied consent. The second and third themes centered on the idea that women may simultaneously present both clear and unclear signals that indicate consent. The second factor exposed that “men believe that women who stand very close to them, pay attention to them, attempt to impress them, persistently initiate sexual contact, and undress in front of them are giving off signals that they want to be intimate.” Fraternity men believe a woman “is still able to consent while she is drinking if she appears to be ‘normal,’” has rational thoughts, is not loud/obnoxious, has good coordination/balance, and is not the “‘token drunk girl’ in a room full of people.”

One concern present in the research is that many men were uncertain of whether a woman can consent to intimacy at all when she has consumed alcohol. In fact, “[t]hey define this situation of uncertainty as the ‘gray area,’ stating that there is no way to know for sure if and when a woman is too drunk to be able to consent to intimacy.” The fourth and most prevailing theme found in the study was that familiarity was an important factor in determining how intoxicated a woman was, how to interpret her body language, and the likelihood the fraternity member would ask for consent. Being in some type of a relationship with a woman allowed men to feel more comfortable asking for consent, interpreting the signals given off, and determining her level of intoxication. Finally, the fifth theme was an expressed interest “in educational programs that incorporate” rape survivors’ stories (as opposed to role-playing scenarios) and open dialogue between men and women regarding differing
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perspectives on consent, alcohol, intimacy, and sexual assault. Participants believed that a better understanding of female’s perspectives would prevent confusion when interpreting body language (i.e. less use of mind-reading).

E. Fraternities, Alcohol, and Physical Injury

Greek membership was found to be a “significant independent risk factor for increased injury (both experienced and caused to others), even after adjusting for drinking behaviors.” Mary O’Brien and colleagues report that “in 2005, there were 1,825 alcohol-related deaths among students ages 18-24, 599,000 unintentional injuries, 646,000 physical assaults, and 97,000 sexual assaults.” O’Brien and colleagues surveyed random samples of Greek undergraduate college students attending 10 universities in North Carolina. Researchers found that “11% of non-Greek-letter students, 18% of Greek-letter pledges, and 13% of Greek-letter members experienced one or more alcohol-related injuries that required medical treatment in the 12 months preceding the survey.” Sorority pledges and members “were significantly more likely to have been sexually assaulted than non-Greek females.” Pledges of Greek organizations were three times as likely to have experienced a fall that required medical attention compared to both non-Greek students and Greek members. Additionally, “[g]reek members were more likely to have been stabbed, shot or burned in the 12 months preceding the survey compared, to non-Greek students.” O’Brien and colleagues found “that alcohol interventions provided in university counseling centers can reduce alcohol use and increase students’ use of protective behavioral strategies.” Further, “[i]ndividual interventions that provide feedback and normative comparisons” were found to be “most likely to reduce alcohol-related problems over time.”

Excessive drinking may cause physical harm, such as hangovers, vomiting or self-injury. Binge-drinking may also affect a student’s criminal reputation by increasing engagement in delinquent behavior such as property damage, drinking while driving or assault. Drinking can also negatively impact interpersonal relationships, such as emotionally hurting close friends or
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exasperating troubles in a romantic relationship. Finally, excessive drinking can lead to academic troubles, including lower grades, missed homework, poor attendance and being late, drunk or hungover upon arrival to class.

VI. CONCLUSION

Young white men are under enormous pressure to embody the quintessential “guy” and demonstrate masculinity. Without a legitimate and universally accepted form of initiation into manhood, nor a person with clear authority to validate the accomplishment, proving one’s masculinity has become a life-long, perpetual endeavor for American white boys. In college, these boys attempt to initiate boys into manhood. This manifests itself as fraternity hazing. Because peers cannot legitimately initiate peers, fraternity brothers seek evermore hazardous means to validate their manhood. Consequently, enormous peer pressure has not only normalized, but glorified, brutal and degrading hazing and binge drinking. Binge drinking is simultaneously a demonstration of manhood and a preservation of boyhood; it is an exercise of adulthood freedom as well as an evasion of responsibility. Sexually humiliating hazing practices teach pledges that they are the antithesis of “real” men until the older brothers deem them fit for initiation. Even more, drinking and hazing are thus a mechanism by which these boys feel control and power. It is no surprise that these largely white and all-male enclaves are not only places that “facilitate closeness among young men” but also places that protect and edify white masculinity even in its most fragile form.
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